
“How to Approach Women” 

“5 Secret Ways to Approach Women 
and blow their socks off!”

Amazing isn’t it that some people can approach women and score.  There is no sweat, no 
nerves just the knowledge that they want to talk to that woman so they do.  We would 
all love to be like that wouldn’t we?  Well now we can; here are five (5) ways to give you 
the same ‘chick magnet’ ability as those men mentioned already:

1. It’s that old devil called ‘Confidence’ again.  That is because women love 
confident men.  Confidence is about being able to handle a situation and guide it 
to a successful outcome.  It is also important if you are simply after making 
friends with a lady or a man for that matter.  Women like confident men as it 
shows that you are in control of your life and are able to make good strong 
decisions.  If you suffer from confidence issues it is easier to overcome than 
you think.  It takes time and effort but it can be done.  Follow a few simple self-
esteem building exercises.  The best I know and what worked for me was this. 
Look in a mirror and hug yourself.  Feel the good emotion this brings.  Talk to 
yourself and say nice positive things.  Those two alone are very powerful and will 
help immensely.

2. Be a snappy dresser, and more, be presentable in your body language.  This will 
make you so much more approachable and likeable.  Women like a smart well-
dressed man as it shows that you have a pride in yourself and take care of how 
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you look.  Plus you are more confident as being smart makes you feel good about 
yourself and builds confidence.

3. Be an excellent talker.  Most advice says here that it is better if you have the 
gift of the gab.  I say different.  We were given two ears and one mouth and we 
should use them in that order.  That means listen to the lady more than you talk 
to her.  When you do talk make sure that it is to find out more information 
about what she is talking about.  This is called showing an interest and women 
absolutely love men showing an interest in them.  When you do talk make it 
interesting and funny and ask questions and compliment her sincerely but not 
very often as this comes over as to eager.

4. Don’t be a clown.  You will find it very hard to attract women with stupid and 
silly mannerism and clowning around so drop them like a hot Potato.  You had to 
practice to be the clown so simply practice not being the clown.  We are not 
saying that you should not be funny, far from it, simply stop trying to use slap 
stick humour.  Think of it like this, how can the woman get to know you when you 
are messing about like that?  You and her need to talk to each other to become 
acquainted.

5. Drop the act and be yourself.  Trying to be somebody you are not will only lead 
to less confidence.  Being yourself will allow you to develop the conversation and 
show your manly confident side of better.  This will also impress her more as 
most men try to be something they are not when approaching a woman, you on 
the other hand are genuine, warm and confident and that lads is most of the 
battle won.

Get used to using these 5 tips when approaching women and you will very quickly become 
amazed at just how easy it is.  Just be open-minded and remember that ladies are 
human to just like you.  They may be just as nervous at your approach.  In fact that is 
nearly a certainty and your confidence in knowing this will go a long way to her finding 
you attractive as now you can put her at ease very quickly.

When approaching ladies, confidence is a major factor in them finding you attractive. 
Women like a strong, confident man that knows what he wants out of life and how to 
get it.  ‘The Player’s Guide To Picking Up Women’ has been especially written to help 
you build your confidence.  Before you know it you to will be easily attracting beautiful 
ladies.
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To discover more amazing secrets on how to pick up beautiful women use this link.
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